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INTRODUCTION
Hey everybody!
Welcome to the $14K monthly income formula
masterclass.
My name is OLA Tux Abitogun.
And today, I'm going to show you how to turn $300 to
$14,250 monthly net income...
ALL online without cold calling, knocking on doors,
bothering family and friends or driving for dollars.
I just thought I should show my face before diving into
the incredible information I want to share with you today.
So let’s get started... shall we?
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By the way, in addition to this life changing
information, I have a special gift for you just for sticking
around till the end.
It’s a surprise I call
The Virtual Empire.
It’s a never released report on how to set up an
empire using a laptop and an internet connection.
Now I'm guessing for a lot of you, this is probably not
your first webinar.
The 1st thing I want to mention is that….
If you've failed at making money in your own business
in the past, it's not your fault.
There's a lot of information out there and it can be
confusing.
There are many times that information overload keeps
people from success so you are not alone.
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It's okay.
If you've been concerned in the past that you just
can't succeed with a steady 5 figure monthly income, I want
to put those fears to rest.
You can do this.
You just need the right person to explain it to you.
The gurus and big seminars want you to think that
you need $50,000 to buy a seminar to make a meaningful
income.
The big institution won't pay you what you are worth
unless you have some fancy college degree.
On the flip side, some new breed of gurus are asking
the vulnerable to become drivers so that they can make
$10,000 from luck and hope.
Have you ever heard of driving for dollars?
They have their own reasons and agenda for wanting
you to think that but it's not true.
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If you've ever thought that these people know that you
are probably going to fail, you are probably right.
They don't benefit from you, in particular, succeeding.
They want you to add to their own chances of keeping
food on their own table.
The difference with us is that we benefit the most from
your success in addition to actually caring.
So I truly want to see you making a 5-figure monthly
income with or without a bull market.
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CHAPTER 1
MY GOAL FOR YOU
Over the next few minutes, my goal is for 5 types of
people.
For those who are beginners,
You'll get the blueprint foundation of a business with
multiple streams of income.
For real estate wholesalers,
You'll get the blueprint for a smart wholesaling
business that makes money long before closing deals
without door knocking or driving for dollars.
For real estate investors,
You'll get the formula to have unlimited marketing
budget and attract the best deals into your portfolio.
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For internet and network Marketers,
You'll learn how to build a real business without
having to chase family and friends.
Last but not least,
Experienced entrepreneur
...will discover some new leverage points for their
existing businesses.
You will discover some stuff that will change your
course financially over the next 12 months.
Here is What we will cover...
You all will learn...
The 3 Secrets Of A Recession & Crisis Proof
Business Empire.
Then I will reveal...
The Math, Science & Art of a $14,000+/Month
Business.
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After that, what is a business without tools?
You will learn...
The 3 Ultimate Online Tools You'll Need To Build A
6-7 Figure Business All Online.
I definitely have to show you...
My 7 Steps Money Workflow, From Setup To Scale.
We have to cover:
How To Grow Your Buyers List, Audience And
Influence.
You will learn:
The Top 5 Ways To Monetize Your Empire!
And So Much More!
Let me show you some reality and statistics that
represent where all the money is going today.
Did you know that according to Ubersuggest:
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49,500 people search to invest in real estate monthly
using strictly the internet?
4,400 people search for solutions online to sell their
houses monthly?
22,200 people search for income solutions online
monthly?
I think you will also find it interesting that...
In 2019, U.S. online retail sales of physical goods
amounted to 365.2 billion US dollars
...and are
Projected to reach close to 600 billion US dollars in
2024.
So why do:
98% of newbies in real estate and home businesses
get frustrated for $0 income 18 months after getting started?
It’s because they don’t know the 3 secrets I am about
to share with you.
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CHAPTER 2
3 MYTHS BUSTED
But before that, let me share these 3 myths they may
also be stuck on.
I launched my entrepreneurship journey as a real
estate wholesaler in December 2004 with a $3,000 seminar.
The dozens of success stories and testimonials made
me believe that I am just one deal away from changing my
life.
While it ended up being true, I didn't realize that the
one deal was 12 months and 99 quitters away from that
point.
The only lesson I took away from the seminar and
materials was the idea to join a local real estate investors
association.
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So I joined GSREIA (Garden State Real Estate
Investors Association) here in New Jersey.
Many frustrating things happened along the way but
let me share just ONE with you...
A prospect called me from Plainfield New Jersey
because he was facing foreclosure.
At the time, I got very excited because remember, I
thought I was one deal away.
I set up the appointment and I showed up on time but
he wasn't there.
But that wasn't the disappointment.
Once I got to the house, I called him on the phone to
notify him that I had arrived.
He said he was about 3 minutes around the corner so
I waited in my car.
Lo and behold... he pulled up but of course I wasn't
sure who just pulled up as we were meeting for the first time.
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Once he started walking towards the house, I figured
that was him and proceeded to say...
"Hello".
He told me to leave right now.... I was shocked; it was
the weirdest thing ever.
He then said,
"So you came here to advertise my problems to my
neighborhood? Get the 'F' outta here."
One of the gimmicky marketing tactics we learned at
the time was to place an "Avoid Foreclosures/We Buy
Houses" magnet sign on my car.
He didn't like that.
So I left.
I discovered that day that I wasn't EXACTLY one deal
away.
It was more like ONE SKILL AWAY.
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The skill of leads generation; I had to learn how to
generate leads perpetually into a pipeline.
In fact, I was many leads away from that one deal
which truly changed my life in December 2005; 12 months
after I launched.
It didn't have to take me 12 months but that's what
happens when you get stuck in the one deal away mindset.
You basically start throwing muds at the wall and
hope that something will stick.
Essentially, your strategy is luck and hope which are
terrible strategies in business.
Once I learned that hard lesson, I found out that I was
5-1 deals away that happened back to back from December
2005 into the spring of 2006.
I will tell you more about these deals in a few minutes.
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You are one skill away from $14K+ per month and
you will learn it in this masterclass.
The 2nd myth that you should absolutely stop
believing in is that it takes a lot of technicality to build a
sophisticated business.
I went to school (NJIT, Newark NJ) and received a
degree in Computer Engineering.
After graduating in 2004, I quickly realized that I didn't
enjoy coding and programming software and hardware.
So what did I do?
I went straight into a masters degree program and
graduated with a masters in Engineering management.
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So it was during the masters program that I started
looking at real estate as an option following an advice from
my Pastor's wife.
Subconsciously, I had built a very analytical brain due
to all these engineering programs.
I would see a simple concept like what I am about to
share in a few minutes and over analyze everything.
After 6 months, I found out that I was not executing
quick enough to match my level and magnitude of analysis.
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I wasted lots of time and money on designing
technical tools that were supposed to enhance what I had
learned.
Eventually, I met a gentleman Anthony who pointed
out to me that I didn't need technical skills to make money in
business.
He became my mentor and that mentorship cost me
over $100,000 but it was worth it.
He said all I needed to do was to apply my already
available resources to oil a machine that's already running.
Getting stuck with the idea that I had to be techy was
another major reason why it took 12 months to start closing
deals.
So requiring yourself to be a techy is not necessary.
If you can figure out how to get in this masterclass,
that's more than enough skill needed to build a $14,000+ per
month business starting today.
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The last but not least most common myth that many
people fall into is overemphasis on focus.
Back in 2007, I met a gentleman realtor/wholesaler at
an event here in New Jersey.
He was bragging about some new tool that sends
leads of sellers to his phone automatically.
Keep in mind that this was the same year that the first
version of iPhone was launched.
At the time, I was locked in on how effective direct
mailing was working for me and generating leads.
So I dismissed it.
I just wanted to focus on what was working and...
Frankly, I didn't have the ability to comprehend the
need to evolve with a marketplace.
I was following some mentors’ advice to stay focused.
I dismissed the idea... BAD idea.
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My average deal was making me $25,000 with the
highest on Peabody Place in Newark being $82,000 from a
single deal.

But that's not cashflow... it was a vulnerable income
type.
It's one of the types of income that stops first when a
market crisis happens.
If you know anything about market cycles, 2007 was
the height of that bull market...
Because obviously the market crashed in 2008.
I saved some good money from the last few years
before that happened.
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But do you know what happens when a river stops
flowing?
That's a lake and it smells.
So focus did not help my business...
In fact, the business got wiped out in 2008 and the
only thing that brought it back in September 2009 was...
1. Leads Flow and
2. Cash Flow

Cash flow is money that you receive periodically,
daily, monthly on a regular basis from services that are being
used as utility and necessity.
Think Survival.
The income I had was only possible in a confident
market that is buying luxury.
While focus is necessary during implementation of a
project, it can create overkill during execution and operation.
You need to be flexible.
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That 2008 market crash taught me the importance of
leads flow, cash flow, and more importantly...
Regulating my focus level against the inevitable
evolution of the market and market shifts.
There is nothing more intoxicating than success and I
was intoxicated.
That cost me millions of dollars but don't worry...
I am not too sad about the past because I am now
able to share this knowledge with you so that you too can
avoid making the mistakes I made.
In addition to that, I have now managed to build a
business that...
Attracts more than 1,000 buyers every month.
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The cash flow aspects of the business is now on track
to do $1 million over the next fiscal year.
We've built a massive web of business and partners
all around the nation that I can't stop even if I wanted to.
That's all on top of all the deals that this same
operation attracts into our inbox even when we are sleeping.
So I think it's safe to assume that you are ready to
learn the same skills right?
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CHAPTER 3
THE PURPOSE OF A $14,000
MONTHLY INCOME
Here are a couple of reasons why you should want to
make $14,000 or more per month without losing your
freedom...
I am sure there are things you want to do that “lack of
cash flow” won't let you do.
The most obvious is probably to buy anything you
want to buy.
But to be a little more specific, it can be as simple as
buying more time with your family.
How would it feel if you could do that and not have to
worry about how the bills will be paid over the next 12
months?
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How would it feel if you could be anywhere around the
world anytime you want without worrying about bills?
How would it feel if you don't have to do what you
don't want to do in the name of hustle?
How would it feel if you had the money to engage
your favorite marketing strategy because you can afford it?
Did you notice that the gurus never tell you that they
spend $3,000 per month on marketing?
How would it feel if you could out-market your
competition because you have the funds to do it?
So it really doesn't matter if you are a beginner,
intermediate or advanced in business and entrepreneurship
or real estate...
I made this masterclass for you.
If you are a wholesaler, this is for you.
If you don't care for real estate, it doesn't matter... this
is for you.
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If you are a network or internet marketer, this is for
you.
If you are a real estate investor, you need this.
If you don't yet have something that you sell, this will
definitely help you.
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CHAPTER 4
THE 3 SECRETS OF A
RECESSION & CRISIS-PROOF
BUSINESS EMPIRE
So let's get into… The 3 Secrets Of A Recession &
Crisis Proof Business Empire.
The 1st secret is value.
So back to that story I was telling you earlier...
During my masters degree program, I discovered that
the 40-40-40 plan was probably not going to work for me.
1. Working 40 hours per week
2. Making $40K per year
3. Paying back a school loan of $40K

With no hopes of retiring until another 40 years...
another 40.
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So while I worked at FedEx part time as a courier,
driving the New Brunswick route... I embarked on this
journey.
FedEx was a job I kept from 1999 - 2006 (7 years), all
the college years because they reimbursed some of my
tuition… and it was from 6-10am (4 hours 5 days a week).

So I remember that first deal like it was yesterday.
It was a deal that I was supposed to make $20,000
from but the seller became greedy at the closing table.
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In hindsight, 2020 vision, there are ways I could have
avoided that but I had to share my profit with him anyway.
So I ended up with $10,000.
It wasn't a bad first payday... December 2005,
awesome christmas gift.
I took half of it and purchased a green 2000 Chrysler
Concorde.

But that was also $10,000 that I didn't ever have to
lose again once I understood this secret in particular.
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Value.
For a long time, the only value I could comprehend in
my business was the money that I wanted to make.
That's actually backwards if you want to build a
recession proof business.
That's why I splitted the difference and lost money in
a terrible negotiation to say the least.
If I had known what I know today, I would focus on the
value from my user, audience and customers' stand point
from the beginning of engaging the seller.
Then... if or when a client wants to get greedy, it
would be easy to remind them of the value that made them
sign up with me in the first place.
Also, it's highly unlikely that a client will leave their
WiiFM to want what is rightfully mine.
WiiFM stands for "What’s in it For me?".
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So value creates a sense of purpose for your
business from the standpoint of your buyers.
Therefore even if the market which is essentially the
buyers does shift, your offers for the market will simply shift
accordingly without skipping a beat.
People are always buying.
The question is what are they buying in the midst
of any particular market?
For example in 2005-2007, the market was very
confident and was buying real estate that they couldn't even
afford.
My revenue within the first 24 months in that
market was $3 million.
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Once the market crashed, that meant the market
started valuing something else.
For some months, I didn't know what to do.
Around April 2009, I had an epiphany.
I knew that Warren Buffet was still making a
percentage of certain revenue from.
● Each can of Coca Cola sold and
● Each Geico insurance account that re-bills every

month.
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Value is kinda like energy; it's neither created nor
destroyed.
It only shifts with market shifts.
So people were broke, losing their jobs and continued
to spend money on education and business opportunities.
But I couldn't just start creating these things as I was
still learning for myself.
Instead, I spent $750 and became a customer of a
business opportunity called ACN.
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It was also a contract that involved having to pay
them $199 every year and another $99 per month for promo
magazine supplies that they effortlessly called tools.
What that proved to me was that even in recession,
people, yes I was one of them, still spend money.
I just had to figure out how to be on the other side of
that transactional relationship.
That would release me from the dependency of a bull
market for real estate deals.
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Value also represents the fundamental fact that there
must be a product with intrinsic value that's exchanging
hands.
A business with no products is essentially a ponzi
scheme and I think you know the end of such businesses.
Basically, would someone buy into it if there were no
income opportunity attached to it?
If the answer is "NO"... I would be careful.
The recession proof business didn’t stop me from
doing real estate deals.
In fact, it meant I could always out-market my
competition since I would have the marketing budget with or
without closing deals.
That takes me to secret #2
The second secret is automation.
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Part of the deal with ACN was to become a
messenger or evangelist if you will for the opportunity.
It was an instant business launch.
It makes sense with the Warren Buffet rule of making
money while you sleep even if it's just 1% of 100 persons'
income as in Rockefeller.
They paid me $100 for anyone I introduced which was
less than a 14% commission.
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They would also pay me a percentage of team sales
production over time.
That business model was stuck on duplication of each
person through friends and family when the market had
already shifted again to social media, and all types of
automation.
My wife joined. Guess who paid for it...
Remember I had all this savings from real estate
deals.
Both of my parents joined. Guess who paid for it...
My brother joined. Guess who paid for it...
In essence, I gave ACN additional $3,000 and got
$400 back.
A few months later, I got a $12 residual income in the
mail.
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At least, it represented a proof of concept that
recession proof business does exist but that machine was
too slow.
In fact, an average person quits within 30-45 days of
joining.
Attrition was a real problem.
With a total of about $4,000 investment with a
company called MLSP, a course called the SEO Networker
and a guy called Mike Dillard in September 2009,
We engaged automation with social media and the
very infant internet at the time…
And took our business to a 5 figure monthly business
within a short 6 months.
But let's talk about the 3rd secret...
PEOPLE.
Feel free to call it audience, list building, team
building, leads, prospects or more traditionally speaking...
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Human resources or may be customers.
The automation as mentioned in secret #2 was
designed to attract a pipeline of people perpetually to our
business.
Money doesn't fall from the sky.
Your money is already in the hands of someone.
The only requirement is to bring value to them in
exchange for the money.
What started frustrating the ACN/MLM business
model was the limitations to in-person prospecting only.
The idea of leveraging a team, other people’s money,
time and resources is the ultimate ancient secret.
But there were 2 problems in 1.
1. No competitive automation
2. Not enough people

There was recession proof value but what good is
value when it's not being exposed to enough people.
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With traditional real estate wholesale, the value was
only valuable to the market in a good bull market.
People ask me all the time, "how do I build a
recession proof business?"
The best way to do that is to be a fisher of men strictly
based on the use of attraction marketing which is
essentially the art and science of leading with value.

These are the 3 secrets…
The 3 core pillars of an empire...
1. Value
2. Automation
3. People
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Setting your empire all up won't cost you $100,000+
as I am about to share the same tools that I use with you.
One of the major questions that I get anytime I share
these 3 secrets is...
"It makes sense but Ola, show me the money...
Where is the $14,000 per month?"
I promise.
I will show you in a few minutes...
But first Here are the tools.
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CHAPTER 5
THE 3 ULTIMATE TOOLS OF A
6 - 7-FIGURE ONLINE EMPIRE
The 1st tool you need is a tool called the
autoresponder.
Do you recall that the 2nd and 3rd core pillars of the
empire are automation and attracting people respectively?
The autoresponder will do all of that heavy lifting for
you.
If you know how to send an email, you are more than
qualified to use it.
It only cost $15 per month to build a list of up to
1,000 leads...
And the best part is that you can try it free of charge
for 30 days.
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You can see more information at:
https://myempirepro.com/listbuilding
Attracting people perpetually on the internet is the
fastest and simultaneously the easiest way for you to build
your income.
On internet land, we refer to people as traffic, clicks,
leads etc.
It's important for you to know that, as you may hear
me use these terms interchangeably.
When you attract people in the form of a click...
That is to say, if one clicks on your advertising on the
social media feeds, it forwards them to a landing page.
It's not necessarily a full blown website, it's a landing
page that delivers the value that was promised on the ad or
advertising.
For example, your ad says...
"We Buys Houses in Any Condition"
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OR
"Real Estate investing No Money Down Secrets"
They clicked the ad and they landed on a webpage
that delivers the offer or more information about the offer.
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That page that PEOPLE land on is called the landing
page.
For just $5 per month, you can have as many landing
pages to test offers and make money.
Isn't that crazy when you compare it to filling up your
car with gas chasing deals by writing down addresses of
houses...
Or chasing friends trying to get them to join an MLM
deal?
$5 per month and you can attract hundreds of people
month in and month out.
Again, here is the number of people hitting the landing
pages of one of my businesses monthly.
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Here is the tool I recommend for this at:

➡ https://myempirepro.com/hosting
Part of what allowed me to scale my business fast is
tracking my progress just like the image I just shared with
you.
Out of the number of people hitting my landing pages,
how many turns to leads or sales?
It's also an indication of a good or bad offer so that
you can kill the losers and scale winners of your ads, offers,
landing pages etc.
The tool I use and recommend is only $27 per month
and actually comes with a 14 days trial free of charge.
Check it out here.

➡ https://myempirepro.com/tracking
Those are the 3 tools you need to do this and the
subtotal cost so far is $47.
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Unlike others, I don't like showing you surprises later
in the game.
Personally, I'd rather tell you what it is upfront so you
don't waste your time.
So as you know, marketing does cost time and
money.
Personally, I prefer investing money because I
replenish money over and over again.
I refuse to invest the time I should be spending with
my loved ones on hustle in a digital age.
Moonwalking only looks good on Michael
Jackson; it's a terrible business strategy.
Driving for dollars, door knocking, family and friends,
cold calling are kinda like moonwalking in this era.
It's the same reason why commercial real estate is
suddenly not as valuable as Zoom and other live streaming
and online meeting tools right now.
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It's very important that your definition of value (the 1st
core pillar) aligns with the era that you are trying to make
money in.
Many people lost their jobs and businesses in the
2020 Corona outbreak for getting stuck on old school money
making methods because of these very reasons.
For $5 per day, you can set up ads on Facebook,
YouTube, Google and more.

Subsequently, you will serve a lot more people
remotely from anywhere in the world.
That comes out to $155 per month and subtotal
business overhead cost of $202 per month.
Are we still under $300?
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CHAPTER 6
THE 7 STEPS MONEY
WORKFLOW,
FROM SETUP TO SCALE
Another pet peeve that I have is when I attend a
webinar and they share the "what..."
But not the "how tos..."
Don't you just hate when the gurus do that?
So Can we talk about...
The 7 Steps Money Workflow, From Setup To
Scale
(STEP 1) You will set up your database for your
buyers list network, list building & follow-ups.
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The tool you need to do this is the autoresponder as I
shared with you earlier
By the way, you will see the link to the tools in the gift
(The Virtual Empire) that I have for you at the end of this
masterclass.
(STEP 2) You will set up your landing page and
funnel system for user experience.
You must never forget that these are real people that
will give you real money online.
People only do business with people they know, like
and trust.
Actually, that's not accurate.
They do business with people they feel like they
know, like and trust.
Your landing pages and the sales funnel experience
they get will determine your leads and sales conversion rate.
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(STEP 3) You will set up tracking links to your
landing pages so that you can track the traffic, number of
clicks, leads and sales conversion rate.
That link is what you will advertise in your ad copies &
campaign.
When people click on them, it automatically forwards
to your landing page but it tracks their action there after.
(STEP 4) One of the most popular questions
especially by newbies is "what am I selling?"
Even if you already know what you are selling, you
should have more offers to sell.
It's one of the keys to a recession proof business,
multiple streams of income and passive income.
Step 4 is to align offers that are valuable for your
audience & to create multiple streams of income for your
empire.
That’s why Best Buy doesn’t just sell home theaters.
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They also sell varieties of products that they feel
traffic of people coming in would find valuable… even water,
phone cases, chargers, magazines etc.

The more value you bring into a marketplace, the
more money you will make… PERIODT
(STEP 5) You will send regular varieties of offers
which may or may not include real estate deals to the buyers
in your buyers list Network that you are, of course, building
perpetually.
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(STEP 6) You may send real estate wholesale JV
deals and offers to your list or not… it’s your choice, you
will make money either way.
Ultimately to maximize profits, average and lifetime
customer value of your empire, you will be sending high
ticket offers to them.
For me, it's my real estate wholesale inventory once a
week… once in a while, I would promote a high end
coaching and consulting services at $15,000.
By the way, I don't have to do real estate to make
money at all.
It's a choice due to my passion for it; it's the first love.
(STEP 7) At least, you must track & monitor data
being recorded by your dashboards once a week.
This is what sets the professionals apart from the
amateurs.
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These habits are important to build from the beginning
but it's never too late to start.
The world we live in today is for entrepreneurs who
respect data and data intelligence.
These data will give your business the intelligence
necessary to kill loser variables and scale winning variables.
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CHAPTER 7
HOW TO GROW YOUR
BUYERS LIST, AUDIENCE AND
INFLUENCE
All of these are ultimately dependent on that 3rd core
pillar; People.
You need to be driving traffic of people and generating
leads or you simply won’t generate any revenue.
So, I want to share with you...
How To Grow Your Buyers List, Audience And
Influence
Let's start with influence; why would anyone want to
click on your ads anywhere?
It's because we lead with the #1 core pillar, value;
don't overthink it.
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It's simply a proposed...
1. Solution to a problem,
2. Answer to a question or
3. Pleasure to replace an existing pain.

For example, $14,000 in monthly income from home
will solve most people's problems directly or indirectly.
Hence why you are here hanging out with me in this
masterclass… right?
We call such things lead magnets and if you really
know what you are talking about you should be able to afford
to give it away for free.
That's how you initiate influence and get your
audience to start feeling like they Know, Like and Trust
you.
It's called the K.L.T factor.
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Once you have a lead magnet that you can give
away, you can set up ONE of 2 different types of
marketing.
1. Attraction Marketing or
2. Interrupt Marketing

Interrupt marketing is when you essentially decide to
be a nuisance with your marketing message with things like
cold calling, knocking on doors or chasing family and friends.
It's old school and most people don't appreciate such
marketing strategies anymore.
We do not live in the 60's.
People can literally Google your name in front of you
from their palms if you show up to their doors un-announced.
Instead, successful entrepreneurs including all your
gurus who may be teaching these outdated methods use
attraction marketing via one or multiples of these 5 digital
marketing platforms.
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1. SEO/Content Marketing (Words, Audio or
Video)
2. Email Marketing
3. Social Media Marketing

4. Search Engine Marketing which is when you
get found when people literally search for a
solution on Google or Yahoo.
5. Retarget Marketing which is what happens
when you visit a product page on Amazon and
didn't buy.
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You will notice an ad for that particular product
popping up on any social media you visit after for a while.
These are extremely simple strategies that you can
put to work immediately and start creating revenue from
anywhere with a laptop and internet connection.
It takes more than less time and more than double the
return on investment of your time, money and energy.
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CHAPTER 8
THE TOP 5 WAYS TO
MONETIZE YOUR EMPIRE!
When people click these ads you can be paying as
low 50 cents...
And any of those clicks can turn to a $1,000 sale or
sales commission all automated income because you are
monetizing beyond just one moment
So let's talk about...
The Top 5 Ways To Monetize Your Empire!
If you are going to set up an empire from home
online, you’d agree that you need to have some kind of
returns on your investment of time and money… right?
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Yes, what I am sharing with you is a 4 hour work week
business module, but we want to make sure that you are
able to build a substantial income….
With or without real estate and…
With or without a great economy.
The goal here is to make sure that your household
economy is always great and that’s the best thing you can
do for the market economy.
In essence, I am saying the best thing you can do for
poor people is to not be one of them.
And next best thing is to position yourself in a way
that you can actually give charitably to them.
Besides, I personally think it's a duty for an
entrepreneur to generate revenue.
But I guess I don't have to stress that much since the
title of the masterclass is the $14K income formula anyway.
So here are 5 ways to do that...
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#5, create your own information or educational
product for the market.
One of the hottest evergreen and recession proof
products is education.
Think about it, how many times have you heard a
school closed down because of recession.
They may go with distance learning methods but
business usually continues as usual.
So if you have a skillset that you can teach others,
and turn into a viable way to monetize your business, this is
the opportunity.
You can literally take what you are learning in this
moment, turn around and monetize it.
Isn’t that what the gurus are doing?
#4, setup membership websites which are an
enhanced form of learning and education.
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Things are evolving so fast that the most valuable
way for people to learn some topics is to stay plugged with
an on-going mentorship.
Even for yourself, the return on investment of
continuing education is infinite.
If what you teach evolves from time to time, this is a
great way to monetize your online virtual empire.
As you can see, it also means monthly cash flow for
the creator...
And passive and residual income for messengers who
send traffic to this type of product in exchange for sales
commission.
#3, The 3rd way to monetize is to do joint venture
real estate deals.
When you build a massive list of buyers into your
personal database, you become extremely valuable for other
real estate wholesalers.
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Remember, the more value you can bring to a
marketplace, the more money you will make.
In fact, by choosing to bring value to a wholesaler,
you are bringing value to multiple sellers in less time.
That’s why people who specialize in manual and hard
labor of any type make way less than CEOs, it’s as simple
as how many effectively get value from your position.
Just in case you don't know...
Real Estate Wholesaling is the art and science of....
1. Finding deeply discounted properties,
2. Locking them under a purchase contract

and then
3. Assigning the equitable rights of the contract
to a willing and able buyer.
Most wholesalers struggle with finding buyers to
assign their deals to which means they can't make money.
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Remember money comes from only one place.
From people; and I mean buyers to be specific.
By building this list of potential buyers perpetually,
that list become the #1 asset of your business empire and
valuable to other wholesalers and even real estate agents.
So you find buyers for them on your growing list and
make up to 50% or more of the net profit on the deal.
I've done this many times over the years to collect
$25,000, $7,000, $13,000 and more.
For the most part, I get wired my money but here is
an example of the occasional checks.
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This is a return on investment ROi of infinity since my
effective marketing cost on those deals is ZERO.
#2 is to sign up with hard money lenders as a
referral agent so that you can offer lending to most people
from your buyers’ list network that will not have cash to buy
real estate investments but want to fix and flip or buy to hold
in their portfolio.
The process of signing up is usually with not much
hassle like you see with conventional mortgage companies.
If you will be directly or indirectly (as a messenger) be
educating folks on your list about
Real Estate Investing...
You might as well have options for them to finance
investment opportunities because many of them will have
good credits but maybe limited on cash.
They should be using other people’s money (OPM) in
order to build a portfolio at scale anyway.
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So you can simply make money hooking them up;
Just another income stream connected to your online
empire.
But let's step it up to by far the best and most efficient
way to make money in any market.
Have you read the book the Millionaire Messenger by
Brendon Buchard?
It's a book on how you can use your personal story to
share other people’s products and become a millionaire
doing it.
The #1 way to monetize your online empire is by
signing up for affiliate networks and sharing other people
products that relates to:
● Real Estate
● E-Business
● Online Business Tools
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And anything you feel may be valuable to them...
ETC… Remember that Best Buy example I gave earlier.
Check out JVZoo, Commission Junction, and even
Amazon is an affiliate network.
Also, keep in mind that Amazon or Jeff Bezos did not
create more than 99% of the product of the platform.

It’s no wonder he is the first $100 Billion man in the
history of mankind.
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You can sign up as an Amazon associate for free and
make some percentage of the revenue for sending them
traffic that converts to sale.
If done right, you can collect monthly residuals from
work you do one time and make money over and over again.
There are many days that I wake up to anywhere from
$50 to $5,000 commission notifications over the years from
this type of income stream.
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CHAPTER 9
THE MATH & SCIENCE OF A
$14,000+/MONTH BUSINESS.
In fact, we need to dive a little deeper here because
this is probably the fastest way for you to make money now.
One of the major questions that I get anytime I share
this is "Ola show me the money..."
"Where is the $14,000 per month?"
You won't have to wait much longer.
Let's do it.
The Math & Science of a $14,000+/Month
Business.
What I've been talking about; the 3 core pillars of
value, automation and people are in fact the art and the
science of the business.
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But here goes the math...

These numbers are for illustrative purposes only;
It can be more and it can be less depending on your
personal diligence and productivity.
So let's say you pick a $97 membership affiliate
product and you bring in 100 customers.
The total sales revenue is $9,700 but you're only
making 50% commission off of that revenue.
And that's $4,850.
Does that make sense so far?
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So out of 100 customers, we're not just gonna
assume that everyone is going to take action.
Because in reality, a few people need time to take
action and buy any product.
The few that do take action are enough to keep us in
business and making $1,000,000 (million) a year or more.
Does that make sense?
So let's assume that 50% will buy the product but also
a certain percentage would love the product...
And want to become a partner, an evangelist or a
millionaire messenger if you will, just like you.
Let's say 10% of your 100 customers becomes a
partner; that would be 10 partners out of their own personal
choices.
Those 10 people duplicate exactly what you did by
bringing in their own 100 personal customers each.
That's 1,000 customers.
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All 1,000 people are paying $97 per month, and
they're happy.
They are paying $97 per month because they know
it's a good product and the product speaks for itself.
Right?
That's $97,000 in total sales per month that your team
on your second tier level is now bringing in revenue.
We're talking team now, right?
These are PEOPLE first (3rd core pillar right?)
But some of which have decided to become partners.
It's now turned to $97,000 worth of product sales
every single month.
Right?
You make just 10% on that 2nd level; that's another
$9,700 in monthly income in your business and you had
nothing to do with that sales production.
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You were just a millionaire messenger and you now
have money every month to do whatever you want...
Which may include marketing for other businesses
such as real estate wholesaling, moms and pops business,
and other passion you may have.
While also learning the skills to market any product on
the internet in the post-2020 social distancing era.
That $9,700 is actually more than the $4,850 that you
personally produced...That's called Leverage.
One of the best ways to fail in business is to try to
do everything by yourself.
No matter how much of a closer you think you are,
you can't out-sell yourself unless you are leveraging a team.
You only have 24 hours in any given day, right?
So you can't out-do yourself.
You can bring in 100 customers and that actually
represents another proof of concept.
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But then, it would be time to apply leverage of other
people’s resources to bring in 1,000 customers…
● Without hard closing people.
● Making more money in the process and…
● Helping your team make money.

All in that same process.
So that's the John D. Rockefeller rule.

"I would rather earn 1% off a 100 people's efforts than
100% of my own efforts."
Does that make sense?
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That's the mistake that most traditional wholesalers
are making.
They're just trying to do everything.
They are always thinking somebody's out to get them.
Everything is a competition for them and that's what
happens when you are not resourceful.
As opposed to finding a way to leverage marketing
skills, mentorship, teamwork, as a group, as a community
and make money together.
And if you add $4,850 together with the effortless
$9,700, that's the formula for $14,550 per month.
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Makes sense right?
With a product you personally create and without this
formula, you will need 100 customers paying $146 every
month.
And not only that, there's a couple of things you will
need, and I'm gonna share that with you in a little bit under
the "Do it Yourself" DiY steps.
But that's the math.
That's how you make $14,000 monthly with minimal
effort.
A good affiliate product PLUS team building will bring
in income in your sleep.
It just makes sense.
You have other people making you money while trying
to build their own empire.
Simply make 10% of that activity just for pointing them
in the right direction;
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The Millionaire Messenger.
This is the most effective way to ensure that you have
the 3 core pillars covered on the front end of your business.
If you want me to help you implement everything
you've learned here today, stick around.
Watch this short collage of testimonials from our last
event and I will be right back in exactly 56 seconds to share
that with you.
---- Success Stories Starts --"For me, Ola gave me the keys, so I just need to get
the gas."
"I get between 800 to 1000 unique visits every single
day for the website."
"They know what they're doing."
"It's a very simple system."
"So, like, an average person can honestly understand
what they're doing."
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"These guys are original."
"It has taken all the confusion out of not just online
marketing."
"I highly highly recommend them."
"I can't express myself enough about
myEmpirePRO….It's simply wonderful."
"There's no one more that I would recommend.”
----- End Success Stories ---
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CHAPTER 10
THE 11 DAYS CHALLENGE
So let me ask you a question.
If you follow what I showed you in Secret #1 to make
sure that you have value that the market in any condition
is willing to buy...
And automate as I said in secret #2 how to get this
value out to 1,100 hungry people, customers and buyers
as mentioned in the 3rd secret or core pillar,
Do you think you could be successful and make
5-figure income every month?
How many of you are excited about what I just
shared?
Now here is the million dollar question...
How many of you are feeling a little overwhelmed
because we've covered a lot?
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Is it okay with you if I spend 5-10 minutes going over
a very special offer I created to help you make $14,000 or
more per month?
Let's talk about myEmpirePRO's premium program,
11 Days Challenge & The 3 Pillar System.

What is the 11 Days Challenge?
So I want to quickly refresh your memory and make
sure you realize who this is for.
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We have step by step tutorials for...
1. Beginners who want multiple streams of

income.
2. Real estate wholesalers who want to skip

80% of the traditional hustle, make money with
or without closing deals and 10x deals anyway.
3. Real estate investors who want unlimited
marketing budgets and to attract the best deals
into their portfolio.
4. Internet and network Marketers who want to
build a real business without having to chase
family and friends and...
5. Experienced entrepreneurs who want
leverage and more money to scale into multiple
streams of revenue.
As I said earlier, you are one skill away from the next
level.
Even though I have shared a lot of "How Tos" and the
exact tools that I use with you...
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You will be able to look over my shoulder now
step-by-step to help you get set up one piece at a time over
11 days in the 11 Days Challenge.
Or as long as you need with the 3 pillars system
membership.
So you don’t have to worry ever about not being
techy enough or information overload.
And that's in addition to full support which is always
one email away which is usually answered within an hour
and no more than 12 business hours.
We answered every question you may have or will
answer if not already answered with our growing FAQ
(frequently asked questions) library... we create the tutorials.
We have the resources, swipe files and templates
that you need; these are things I wish I had in the beginning.
Let's go on a quick tour of the members area...
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We have the home menu where you can download
the books for free.
You can also update your account and profile.
The 2nd menu here is the access to your 11 days
challenge,
One module is released to you once per day over the
next 11 days to discourage information overload and
encourage action and execution.
By the way, everything is in the order I shared with
you earlier in the 7 steps money workflow.
We created it for extreme easy navigation.
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Our growing library where you will find:
• A million dollar library of information on real estate
and digital marketing and legacy courses that we have
created over time.
You will find amazing content.
So basically, you have 2 choices...
DiY vs DFY

You can go at this alone since I have shared
everything, "how tos" and the same tools that I use...
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Sure you may make some mistakes but if you
followed what I share here today, you will eventually figure a
lot out.
OR
You can have direct mentorship from me,

Join the family...
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...and have a lot of the heavy weight lifted for you
while saving tons of time you would have spent figuring our
mistakes and navigating this new world.
Check out this 58 seconds video...
--- Success Stories Starts --"what I like most about myEmpirePRO is that it's
simple to use."
"I highly, highly recommend; they're top notch
leaders."
"All you have to do is follow the system."
"3 simple steps begin to make money online."
"I highly recommend it from a mentorship standpoint."
"It's a great system. It's simple, easy to use. It's
complete."
"I love myEmpirePRO"
"These guys are absolutely awesome."
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"I have learned so much from you guys and I'm
excited about what you guys are up to right now.”
“I can tell you there is no way in Heck that I'd be
getting 40,000 - 50,000 visits a month to my blog, without
your guidance and without your teaching so that I could
make money doing.”
~ Ray Higdon, Million Dollar Earner.
--- End Success Stories -Personally, I am very proud of all these testimonials;
it's more than enough reward for me.
What you get is 100% access to all
myEmpirePRO premium programs
...for $97 per month. (Join with the Button)
www.myEmpirePRO.com/join
We also have an annual plan at $997 per year which
is $167 in annual savings.
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When I was first figuring this stuff out, I ran into a big
roadblock.

I didn't know how to get access to the knowledge I
needed to evolve in traffic generation as the platforms
changed over the years.
There was the Google slap in 2010/2011.
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Also, there was Facebook crackdown on the small
guys and it slowed things down at one point.
And that's in spite of spending over $3,000 to make
sure I had access to everything.
I had to create it myself.
Way back then, I had to spend an extra $1,000 on a
personal coaching that still led to some $4,000 expense with
some traffic crooks online...
To figure out an efficient way to get traffic sustainably
without losing my life savings.
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I don't want you to have to reinvent the wheel.
So I am going to give you limited time access to
them as bonuses… if you take action today.
Sounds cool?
You will get access to...
• Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)

You will also get access to...
• List Building Lab Monthly (Value: $797/Month)
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As I mentioned earlier, these things evolve because
the internet is still very much in its infancy.
So on a monthly basis, you will get a brand new
premium masterclass sharing what’s working and what's
changing in the digital era of business.
That's what the monthly list building lab is all about.
● Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
● List Building Lab (Value: $797/Month)

Subtotal of Bonus Value: $5,794
You will also get access to...
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• Income Office (Value: $997)

This bonus will allow you to skip the line of product or
course creation and leverage what we've already built to
make 5 figures monthly income.
The income office is where you see and track your
activities and the resulting income if you are one of those
who choses to partner with us.
Oh by the way, if you choose the route of creating
your own information or course product, you will need these
few things in place:
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1. Content creation
2. Product fulfillment
3. Customer service
4. Website Management
5. Content Management

6. Retargeting Campaign
7. No team glue
8. No incentive to NOT quit
9. Have to charge 50% more
10. Setup cold traffic campaigns
11. Manage the campaigns
12. Setup and manage sales funnel
13. Setup/Manage One-Click Upsell funnels
14. Build brand from scratch
Actually, there is probably more.
But with myEmpirePRO’s Income Office, you get to
skip all of that and focus on being a CEO of your business
and other passions you may have.
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There is a software behind the income office system
that costs 6 figures to build and maintain in order to track
team production and give you the opportunity to use it...
Free of charge.
1. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
2. List Building Lab (Value: $797/Month)
3. Income Office (Value: $997)

So we now have a subtotal bonus value of: $6,791
Next bonus is Power100PRO (Value: $997)
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This bonus here is extremely limited because I can
only have 20 people in it and it actually costs my team time
to manage this group.
It's an opportunity to let us manage your list building
campaign for you on Facebook Advertising platform.
It will also come with a monthly report if you want.
It's called Power100PRO.
1. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
2. List Building Lab (Value: $797/Month)
3. Income Office (Value: $997)

4. Power100PRO (Value: $997)
Subtotal bonus value of: $7,788
Last but not least, I know you would want to come out
to hang out with us at our next live event God willing.
It’s called Empire Intensive Live. It’s not a pitch fest
event like the ones you’ve seen out there;
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This is an intimate training event where you bring your
laptop and we help you hands on with your business.
You are not required to come to get the most out of
our training but it’s a lot of fun… we are 40 minutes away
from New York Time Square.

Regular price is $997 but as a bonus right now, you
are securing a 90% off the price of that ticket making your
price just $97 when we announce it.
This bonus will also get you access to the recordings
of the events.
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1. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
2. List Building Lab (Value: $797/Month)
3. Income Office (Value: $997)

4. Power100PRO (Value: $997)
5. 90% off Empire Intensive (Value: $900)
That is 5 bonuses worth $8,688 of value.
I know these bonuses are awesome but they are
going away
So if you want these 5 bonuses to accompany your
access to the 11 days challenge and the 3 pillar system
membership, take action now.
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That's $8,688 worth of value all for just $97 to get
started.
Your cost is still under $300 per month by the way.
Tools for:
● List Building $15/month
● Landing Pages Hosting $5/month
● Tracking Traffic & Conversion $27/month

● Traffic Generation $5/day or $155 per month
● The 3 Pillar System $97/month
That a total of: $299/month
So if you are spending $299 per month and as you
are learning the skills,
You are growing and bringing in a revenue of $14,550
or more, what would that be worth to you?
That's why our tag says Earning, Learning & Building
Empires...
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You can probably see why others sometimes pay me
$15,000 to help them build similar results right?
It's not a cost for them; it's an investment but because
you've invested this time with me.
You've proven that you really want to make 5 figures
monthly income working from home or anywhere you like.
I'm making this special offer of $97 per month or $997
per year.
I mentioned earlier that there were 2 choices right....
Do it alone or Do it with our help....
I know... There is a 3rd choice but let me tell you like
this... Politely.. With all due respect.
If you do nothing with the information you've learned
over the last hour or so, what will you get?
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Nothing.
Or you can take a leap of faith because honestly, the
economic climate out there is only for those who take charge
and swim instead of the default; which is sinking.
What most people are standing on right now is
sinking; people are losing their jobs and traditional
businesses are shutting down everywhere.
Just test it out and see if it will work for you.
We are also very proud to offer a “no questions
asked”, 100% money back guarantee...

If you decide within 30 days that the membership is
not for you.
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In fact, I will ship you another bonus, my physical
version of 2 books...

1. Smart Real Estate Wholesaling and

2. Real Estate Money Secrets
A $40 instant value... they are sold on Amazon for
$17 each, plus shipping of course.
When you join now, I will ship them directly to you and
if you cancel for any reason, you don't have to ship them
back.
It will be a gift from me to you for at least trying.
My partner thinks I am crazy for all these bonuses.
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1. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
2. List Building Lab Monthly (Value: $797/Month)

3. Income Office (Value: $997)
4. Power100PRO (Value: $997)
5. 90% off Empire Intensive Ticket (Value: $900)
6. Smart Real Estate Wholesaling (Value: $20)
7. Real Estate Money Secrets (Value: $20)
That brings our total bonus value to: $8,728
I like doing business the old fashioned way so I want
you to be more than satisfied and thrilled to be a part of
myEmpirePRO family.
So let's go over this real quick...
When you join the 3 Pillar System, you are going to
get immediate and complete access to:
The 11 Days Challenge
● Unlimited Support One Email Away
● All our templates, swipes and resources
● Every Questions get Answered Tutorials
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● A Million Dollar Content Library
… and bonuses;
1. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
2. List Building Lab Monthly (Value: $797/Month)
3. Income Office (Value: $997)
4. Power100PRO (Value: $997)
5. 90% off Empire Intensive Ticket (Value: $900)
6. Smart Real Estate Wholesaling (Value: $20)
7. Real Estate Money Secrets (Value: $20)
Again, that's 7 bonuses worth $8,728 all yours for
joining myEmpirePRO's 3 pillar system.
But remember the bonuses are going away if you
don't take action now.
You can always join the 3 pillar system on a later date
but you just won't necessarily get this $8,700+ worth of
amazing bonus.
Here you can see the testimonials again and I will be
back to answer our most commonly asked question.
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---- Success Stories Starts --"For me, Ola gave me the keys, so I just need to get
the gas."
"I get between 800 to 1000 unique visits every single
day for the website."
"They know what they're doing."
"It's a very simple system."
"So, like, an average person can honestly understand
what they're doing."
"These guys are original."
"It has taken all the confusion out of not just online
marketing."
"I highly highly recommend them."
"I can't express myself enough about
myEmpirePRO….It's simply wonderful."
"There's no one more that I would recommend.”
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--- Success Stories Starts --"what I like most about myEmpirePRO is that it's
simple to use."
"I highly, highly recommend; they're top notch
leaders."
"All you have to do is follow the system."
"3 simple steps begin to make money online."
"I highly recommend it from a mentorship standpoint."
"It's a great system. It's simple, easy to use. It's
complete."
"I love myEmpirePRO"
"These guys are absolutely awesome."
"I have learned so much from you guys and I'm
excited about what you guys are up to right now.”
“I can tell you there is no way in Heck that I'd be
getting 40,000 - 50,000 visits a month to my blog, without
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your guidance and without your teaching so that I could
make money doing.”
~ Ray Higdon, Million Dollar Earner.
--- End Success Stories -Before we end this masterclass, let's go through some
frequently asked questions.
There should be a button on this page and you can
join right now. www.myEmpirePRO.com/join
I'd love to connect with you soon and say hello to you
while you go through our onboarding which is probably the
best you will ever experience.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
So let’s get into some of our frequently asked
questions?
Here is a question we get all the time.
Will this take focus off my wholesaling business?
Hmm good question.
You see… That depends on what you mean by focus.
If you recall, one of the myths I busted earlier is the
bastardized version of focus that the gurus put out.
You can’t call it focus if it’s not working for you and
there are no mentors to help you overcome your obstacles.
At that point, that’s just bad habits or addiction to
failure.
I realize that habits are really hard to change.
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I could leave the masterclass right now and go enjoy
the rest of my day with my family.
I am already successful with making money from the
comfort of my home in any market condition.
This is already working for me as you can see from all
the proofs I shared with you in this masterclass.
But this is not about me.
This is about you.
If you leave now, you might think you learned a lot of
cool stuff, but my guess is that by morning tomorrow, you’d
have already slipped back into your normal routines even if
it’s not working for you... Right?
You’d do what you’ve always done.
That’s what most people do.
And a lot of times, people do that in the name of
‘focus’.
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So if what you’re doing is working for you, that
question will probably not exist.
If you are looking to enhance your existing
wholesaling business or any other type of business, this will
do exactly that and not distract you.
What am I getting when I join?
Great question.
Let me share that list with you again but the most
important part of this program is the coaching.
I know you can be successful with the system and all
these bonuses but you’re going to need coaching.
Sure we have a growing library of tons of answered
questions but you will also and still have more questions that
need answering.
And you might need help in the accountability
department too.
Let me tell you.
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I take my job as a coach very seriously.
I won’t let you quit on yourself.
We will get through everything together.
I can’t do that with just a few videos and PDFs;
information alone won’t cut it.
My success rate when people go at it by themselves;
may be 35%.
But for those who work with me, it’s closer to 100%.
If information were enough, then you could just turn to
Google and YouTube University.
You need a guide who has been there before, who
can take you there right now.
So you get… The 11 Days Challenge
● Unlimited Support One Email Away
● All our templates, swipes and resources
● Every Questions get Answered Tutorials

● A Million Dollar Content Library
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… and bonuses;
8. Empire Traffic Academy (Value: $4,997)
9. List Building Lab Monthly (Value: $797/Month)
10. Income Office (Value: $997)
11. Power100PRO (Value: $997)
12. 90% off Empire Intensive Ticket (Value: $900)
13. Smart Real Estate Wholesaling (Value: $20)
14. Real Estate Money Secrets (Value: $20)
7 bonuses worth $8,728 all yours for joining
myEmpirePRO's 3 pillar system right now.
What if I am already part of another program?
Good question but with the same answer I gave with
respect to ‘focus’ on other things.
Make sure you know how to distinguish between
other programs that are working for you already and bad
habit or addiction to failure.
Secondly, our program is not just about the tutorial
videos, the PDFs and information overload.
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It’s also about the coaching, the mentorship, direct
access to me and the success rate that comes with that.
What if I already have a website?
This is a fantastic question. Websites alone do not
create success.
You can ask 95% of Carrot customers.
We don’t worry about websites in the short term.
We focus on teaching how to get traffic and
converting the traffic with a 2 - 3 pages landing page funnel
into leads for your buyers list network and sales for income.
Website is techy stuff, funnels are fun and games and
they make money quickly.
So promise me that we won’t talk about websites,
logos, LLCS etc until you make your first $10,000.
Awesome!
These are all distractions from learning the actual
skills of attracting money.
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Do you answer my questions personally when I
need support?
Yes I do.
I am very hands-on in updating the answers to our
frequently asked questions and answering new questions
personally.
It’s just one email away and they get answered
usually within the hour and no later than 12 business hours.
I get very excited about receiving questions as you
can see here because it helps us build the million dollar
library in the members’ area as well.
Will there be information on Facebook Ads and
Traffic Generation?
Yes. Traffic generation is generally a major part of
what we coach our members.
We start with email marketing, then we also tackle
Facebook Ads, SEO, YouTube Ads are more as you go.
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You will have instant access to a $5,000 bonus, our
legacy comprehensive series of masterclasses; Empire
Traffic Academy.
I will even sometimes do a behind the scenes of our
PPC campaign management during the List Building Lab
sessions.
And don’t forget the bonus Power100PRO where we
offer a free DFY traffic generation and listing building for 20
people at a time.
Are you sure I don't need to be a techy to do this?
That is a myth.
Techy people are like the manual laborers of the
digital age; all it does is give you paralysis by analysis.
We focus on teaching you how to quickly set up in 11
days, read key performance indicators and how to use them
to make decisions like a CEO.
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The CEOs make the most money; not the technical
guys.
In fact, trying to be techy turned out to be a curse in
business earlier-on because I spent way too much time
trying to learn codes.
It’s not worth it.
That concern alone can paralyze your decision
making abilities from over analysis.
Although… The techy thing can be a great excuse.
Listen…
I learned from one of my mentors that there are 2
types of people listening to me right now.
You are either a do-er or dabbler.
The dabblers love to sit and listen and learn, but they
rarely ever do anything and often look for any excuse not to
move forward.
Some of you are doers.
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You are not sure how this is going to work for you, but
you see how it has worked for me and for other people.
So you have faith that it will work for you as well.
And what I found is that it’s the doer who gets ahead
in life, while the dabblers don’t ever seem to progress.
Another mentor of mine always said there are 3 types
of people…
1. Those whom things happen to
2. Those who ask, “what happened?” and
3.

Those who make things happen.

As we are addressing questions here, a few people
are already making things happen and joining.
Congratulations to those ones.
You get to decide which one you are.
What if I decide to cancel?
There are 2 ways to do that.
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The best way is to do it yourself in the members area
under the home menu in the account page.
It’s one click away.
The second way is to send us an email to
myempirepro@gmail.com and we will do it for you with no
questions asked.
Any money you paid within the last 30 days before
that will be refunded 100%.
And by the way, you can keep any bonuses we
shipped to you… free of charge. No hard feelings at all.
Honestly, we just religiously dedicate our time, energy
and resources to helping those who truly want to make some
serious money with this.
With all the bonuses, how long will this price last?
The bonuses are not guaranteed to last beyond this
broadcast and this special offer promo but you can always
join the challenge and the 3 pillar system.
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I am also glad, that question came in. It shows that
you realize that the value of money is not in money itself.
The value of money is really in using it as a tool to
attract more of it and everything else you want in life
especially, freedom of time.
Money can’t keep you warm, you can’t eat money and
it declines in its limited value every second of it in your
possession unless it’s just for reserve play.
In this time and age, I didn’t believe I have to sell
anyone on the need to use money as a tool of exchange for
self-education; it could never be too expensive… right?
Anyone who doesn’t have disposable income to pay
for things like this needs this program the most.
So I added these bonuses to make it completely zero
risk to join the family today.
When we were deciding to price the 3 pillar system
itself, we had 2 choices.
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The first was to go as cheap as possible and sell as
many as we could.
Now the problem with that is we would have no real
incentive to pile on the value.
It would cost us more for those bonuses than the
whole course would be worth.
Our second choice was to raise the price a little while
still making it affordable for true power players, and give you
absolutely everything you need to succeed.
People who get stuck at free lunch are not power
players and I prefer to work with power players only.
But I still wanted to make it affordable.
Can I use this skill to find a job?
Absolutely.
The last time I looked this up was in the middle of a
worldwide crisis and there are about 4,000 jobs related to
“remote digital marketing” listed on indeed.com
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With everything that happened with the outbreak and
pandemic, people are getting laid off, businesses are
shutting down and the businesses that survived are now
hiring people for remote positions only.
If you can learn how to make money from home for
yourself, it’s even easier to collect 6-figure salaries up front
and do it for other companies.
So Let’s wrap it up here.
This is what we do.
This is our quota towards a better world economy and
individual household economy.
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CONCLUSION
Alright, I want to get back on and personally say thank
you. This is the end of the masterclass.
If you have any further questions, hit us up via email
myempirepro@gmail.com
We are here to answer your questions about
launching, growing and scaling an empire online.
But I wanted to impress one more time on you that
there is a 30 days "no questions asked" money back
guarantee
I am very proud to say we stand by it and absolutely,
myself, our members and partners don't want the money if
you are not happy.
You can join today and get access to everything,
tutorials, templates and resources. And if you are taking
action now; all $8,728 worth of bonuses.
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And if for any reasons within 30 days, you feel it's not
for you, it's a “one click button” in your member's area to
cancel at any time and you get 100% of your money back.
So it's a ZERO risk opportunity to see if the 3 pillar
system is for you. And again, the 2 books will be shipped to
your door immediately to you and no matter what....
You get to keep them all.
I'm so proud that you stayed here till the end, for
making that time investment and I'm sure you will find it
worthwhile for investing financially in yourself.
Your downloadable gift for sticking here till the end
should be there on the side as well. Trust me you will
appreciate the gift.
It will be an honor to help you out on your journey.
Jump in and... I will see you on the inside together building
your empire…. Join Here
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TOOLS & RESOURCES
Listbuilding Autoresponder
https://myempirepro.com/listbuilding
Landing Pages Webhost
https://myempirepro.com/hosting
Traffic & Conversion Traffic
https://myempirepro.com/tracking
Millionaire Messenger
https://amzn.to/39vZ3Y9
Join myEmpirePRO’s 11 Days Challenge
& the 3 Pillar system
www.myEmpirePRO.com/join

